Warsaw, 04.12.2013

Dear Sir or Madam,
Scientific publishing company “Hersoie” invite you to participate in a collection of papers:

Research papers on Law:
Contemporary Issues of Law
The rapid changes in the legal, political, social and cultural landscapes raise fundamental
questions about the strategically and ethically issues of law.
The aim of this collection of papers is to set up as an interdisciplinary debate between
environmental scientists and legal experts. It will thus offer a new forum for debate and
innovative thinking. By discussing different issues of contemporary legal interest in relation to
themes offering here, a number of apparently separate issues are drawn together under the same
topical umbrella.
The result of this work is a coherent framework which offers a clear overview of the broader
thematic influences on the law generally whilst also focusing more specifically on current
manifestations of this influence at work in specific areas of current concern.
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General Information
Research papers on Law:
Contemporary Issues of Law

Properties
Application deadline: 27.12.2013
(acceptation in 5 days)
Date of publication: 20.01.2014
Publication: E-book with certificate
Registration: ISBN number,
Languages: All European Languages(English, Polish, German, French, Russian, Ukrainian,
etc.)
Academic Review: not required
Available paper pages: 2-6 A4 pages
Cost: 25 €
Participants: students, postgraduate, doctors, scientific researchers, other professionals of law.
Topics may include but are not limited to the following:
History and theory of state and law; Philosophy of law; Constitutional law; Public international
law; Civil law and procedure; Family law; Housing law, Private international law; Commercial
law and procedure; Labor and social security law; Environmental, land, agrarian law;
Administrative law and process; Financial and information law; Criminal law; Penal law;
Criminology; Criminal procedure.
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